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About SLU Karate:
SLU Karate was founded in 1991. The SLU Karate club accepts both students with no experience and students
with little to extensive experience in any martial art. SLU Karate students, through the Korean art of Tang Soo
Do, learn free-sparring, point sparring, forms, technique and self-defense. The club also puts emphasis on
physical fitness, including strength, endurance, balance and flexibility as well as character building and
leadership development. If you are interested in learning a martial art please feel free to contract SLU Karate for
more information or recommendations.
We meet Mondays and Thursdays from 7:30pm to 9:00pm in Multi Purpose Room #1 in the Simon Recreational
Center on the Saint Louis University Campus.
Mission Statement:
SLU Karate seeks to promote the learning of Cheezic Tang Soo Do and to increase student relationships through
the spirit of camaraderie, competition and good sportsmanship.
Contact Information:
Website: www.slukarate.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/slukarate
Email: slu.karate.ninja@gmail.com
SLU Groups: https://groups.sluconnection.com/organization/slukarate
Twitter: @SLU_Karate
Instagram: slu_karate

A Brief History of Tang Soo Do
The history of Tang Soo Do dates back over 2000 years to the period of the “Three Kingdoms”
(57 B.C.- 935 A.D.). During this time, the Korean peninsula and part of what is now China was divided
into three separate kingdoms. These were the Koguryo (37B.C. - 668 A.D.), the Baek-Je (18 B.C. - 660
A.D.), and the Silla (57 B.C.-935A.D.). Throughout their development, each nation had periods of war
and peace with each other and their other Asian
neighbors. In the 7th Century, the Silla kingdom began
to grow in power, and had established a powerful
fighting force known as the Hwa Rang (Flowering Youth),
a group of young, aristocratic warriors.
During this time in China, the T’ang family rose to
power and overthrew the Sui Dynasty (589-618 A.D.).
The T’ang Dynasty was instrumental in the development
of the martial arts in China. It was during this time that
early forms of Tae Geuk Kwon (Tai Chi Ch’uan) were
being developed, and the monks of the So Rim (Shaolin)
temple were beginning to craft their famous fighting
systems. Many believe these early fighting systems grew
out of exercises brought to China from India by a
Buddhist priest called Dal Ma Dai Sa.
The Silla formed an alliance with T’ang China, and
Figure 1: 5th century map of Korean peninsula
conquered Baek-Je and Koguryo, uniting the Korean
peninsula for the first time in 668 A.D. and began the Silla Dynasty (668-935 A.D.). The Hwa Rang
warriors of the Silla Dynasty mastered many of the fighting techniques of the T’ang armies, and
combined these techniques with the indigenous fighting systems of ancient Korea. These were
sometimes referred to as Tang Soo Ki (Tang Hand Techniques). A monk named Won Kwa created a set
of ethical precepts derived from Confucian principles, which the Hwa Rang used as a “warrior’s code.”
These principles passed down generation to generation, and are represented today in the Tang Soo Do
Sae Sok Oh Kyae (Five Codes of Tang Soo Do).
In 935 A.D., Silla surrendered to the Koryo nation, forming the Koryo Dynasty (935-1392 A.D.).
The Koreans began to refer to their indigenous fighting systems as Soo Bahk Ki (Hand Striking
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Techniques), while the Chinese arts were referred to as Kwon Bup (Fist Method). Koryo lasted until
1392 when it was overthrown by General Yi Song Kee, and the last dynasty of Korea, known as the
Chosun or Yi Dynasty (1392-1910) was created.
During the Chosun Dynasty, by order of the Emperor, Lee Duk Moo compiled the first known
comprehensive text of Korean martial arts, known as the Moo Ye Dobo Tong Ji (Illustrated Manual of
Martial Arts). This is one of the oldest surviving texts documenting ancient Korean martial arts. Toward
the end of the Yi Dynasty, a fighting style known as Tae Kyon was developed, emphasizing many of the
kicking techniques common in many modern Korean martial arts.
In 1910, the Japanese invaded the Korean peninsula (see Figure 2) as part of its imperial
expansion into Asia. From 1910-1945, the Japanese occupied Korea, exerting a tremendous amount of
control over virtually all aspects of Korean culture. During the occupation, the practice of Korean
martial arts was banned. The Koreans were only allowed to practice Japanese martial arts. Many
Koreans traveled to Japan to study Japanese
Karate, and brought Karate back to Korea.
The founder of Moo Duk Kwan, Hwang Kee,
was born during this era of strict Japanese control
on November 9th, 1914. Hwang Kee’s first
exposure to martial arts occurred at the age of
seven, when he observed a tavern keeper defend
himself against several young ruffians.
He
overheard several witnesses describing the
techniques that the man used as being Tae Kyon.
Hwang Kee was so impressed by the performance
that he sought out the tavern keeper and asked
him to become his teacher, but Hwang Kee was
turned away because of his young age.
Hwang Kee had a strong desire to have a
formal teacher and to study traditional martial
arts, but this was difficult due to the Japanese
occupation. In 1935, Hwang Kee traveled to
Manchuria and found employment with the
Figure 2: present-day map of Korean peninsula
railroad. In May of 1936, while working at the
Chao Yang Ch’uan Railway Station in Manchuria, Hwang Kee met a Chinese martial arts master Yang
Kuk Jin. Under the guidance of Yang, Hwang Kee studied DhamDoi Sip E Ro (12 Step Springing Legs),
and Tae Geuk Kwon (Grand Supreme Fist). Hwang Kee stayed in Manchuria until 1937, when he
returned to Seoul.
On November 9, 1945, Hwang Kee opened his first Moo Duk Kwan Dojang. He called his art
Hwa Soo Do (Flowering Hand Way), a reference to the Hwa Rang warriors of ancient Korea. His
teachings were based primarily upon the Chinese techniques that he had learned from Master Yang.
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Hwang Kee’s initial attempts to open a school were unsuccessful, his first two groups of students all
eventually quit. The Koreans, having lived under Japanese rule for 35 years, were not familiar with
non-Japanese martial arts, and therefore, Hwang Kee had a difficult time both attracting and retaining
students. In 1946, Hwang Kee met with two instructors who both operated schools that taught
versions of Japanese Karate. Impressed by the success of these two masters, Hwang Kee began to
rethink his approach.
In 1947, Hwang Kee began to call his art as Tang Soo Do, a term coined by Lee Won Kuk. This
name was more familiar to the Korean people, being the Korean pronunciation of the characters for
the term “To-te”. With these changes in place, the Moo Duk Kwan began to experience success.
Tang Soo Do is a composite style made up of 60% Soo Bahk Do and 40% Chinese. It is both a
hard and soft style. The term “hard” refers to the overt power and strength of the various techniques
which are derived from Soo Bahk Do. “Soft” refers to the more flowing aspect of the movements and
the lack of direct confrontation. The softness of Tang Soo Do comes from the Northern Chinese
influence.
The Cheezic Tang Soo Do Federation was formed by Grand Master Robert Cheezic in 1971.
From 1959 to 1961, while serving in the U.S. Air Force in Korea, he studied the art under the instruction
of Grand Master Jae Shin, a student of Hwang Kee. At the end of his duty in Korea, Grand Master
Cheezic returned to his hometown of Waterbury, Connecticut, where he began teaching this newly
learned art. In the ensuing years, Grand Master Cheezic has promoted thousands of Black Belts and
directs over 65 clubs throughout the United States and overseas.

The SLU Karate Club
The Saint Louis University Karate Club was established in 1991 by Matthew Warshauer of West
Hartford, CT, while a graduate student at SLU. Since then, the club has grown steadily and become the
oldest martial arts club on campus, and it is regularly invited to do demos and participate in events. To
date, SLU Karate has trained and graded hundreds of students within the Cheezic Tang Soo Do
Federation. Dozens of students have earned the rank of Apprentice Black Belt during their time with
SLU Karate, and a select number of them have been invited to grade for 1st Dan Black Belt. As of 2018,
SLU Karate is also proud and honored that five of their Black Belts have earned 4th Dan Master Belt
rank.
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SLU Karate, Fall 2016 grading group photo.

Black Belts promoted by SLU Karate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Dan Bramer, #684
Chris Cullen
Beth Kovaly, #698
Jamie Mize, #948
Kate Steinhable Marchetti,
#1109
Chris Beardsley, #1220
Kara Kempher, #1221
Patrick Renick, #1362
Jennifer Heithaus, #1788

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Dan Kuchan, #1911
AJ Ema, #1912
David Cormier, #1997
Leila Thampy Nguyen, #1998
Abbey Kuchan, #2089
Nam Nguyen, #2234
Shaun Black, #2313
Dan McFarlane, #2453
Nina Cheong, #2502
Max Braud, #2503

SLU Karate’s Master Belts:
(from left)
Chris Beardsley
Leila Nguyen
Nam Nguyen
David Cormier
Jamie Mize
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20. Genevieve Dunlap
Emmerich, #2504
21. Talitha Budi, #2665
22. Amanda Fear, #2691
23. Nate Best, #2692
24. Patrick Miller, #2693
25. Deborah Roby, #2800

Rules of the Dojang1
1. Be on time to class.
2. If you are late for class, open the door and wait there until the instructor bows you in.
When bowed in, fall into the back line and join the workout in progress.
3. If you are going to be absent from a class, you must notify an instructor as soon as
possible.
4. No shoes are worn in the dojang.
5. Bow as you enter/leave the dojang.
6. The highest ranking black belt must be bowed into the dojang by the entire class. The next
highest rank will call the class to attention.
7. The complete traditional do bahk (uniform) should be worn for all formal workouts and
classes. (Note: the complete traditional do bahk includes all appropriate trim, patches, and
belt.)
8. Do not dress or undress in the dojang. Enter and leave the dojang wearing your complete
traditional uniform.
9. Your do bahk must be clean and neat and properly fit.
10. Your uniform pants should be hemmed and NOT rolled up. If your instructor cannot see
your ankles during class, then your pants are too long.
11. Your do bahk sleeves should be hemmed and NOT rolled up. If your instructor cannot see
your wrists during class, then your sleeves are too long.
12. Your rank belt must not be worn without your do bahk top or with the uniform of another
martial arts style.
13. Jewelry, except for wedding bands, is not to be worn during workouts. Rings, watches,
earrings, and chains cause injuries while sparring.
14. When called to dress, do so quickly. When lining up, the highest-ranking belt in the line will
begin in the forward right of the room.
1

This is not a comprehensive list of rules and is subject to change at any time by any instructor without notice.
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15. When called out of line individually, bow and move quickly BEHIND your line to the right
side of the room, then proceed as directed by the instructor.
16. Once called to ‘choon be’ (ready stance), you MUST NOT MOVE. Wait in ‘choon be’ until
the next command is given.
17. You may adjust your do bahk or wipe sweat, etc. only when called ‘shio’ (relax). When
doing so, turn away from your instructor and face the rear of the dojang.
18. If you must be excused from line due to illness or injury before being called to ‘shio,’ raise
your hand and your instructor will acknowledge you and bow you out of line.
19. If you are ill or aware of an injury prior to the start of class, you must inform your
instructors.
20. Instructors and peers are to be addressed on a last name basis in class.
21. Instructors are to be addressed formally while in the dojang. All questions are responses
should be formally phrased with “Ma’am,” or “Sir,” as appropriate.
22. When addressed by an instructor, either individually or as a class, quickly answer “Yes,
Ma’am,” or “Yes, Sir,” as appropriate.
23. Any peer leading the class is to be treated as the instructor at that time.
24. It is not appropriate to ask your instructors about what will be occurring in a class on a
given night, what rank you prefer to test for, when you will learn a new technique/form, or
any intrusive questions.
25. Do not practice any Cheezic Tang Soo Do hyungs (forms) that have not been specifically
taught to you by an instructor. You MAY NOT work ahead and learn new forms from your
peers.
26. You must bring all your sparring equipment to every class.
27. You will not spar without a mouthpiece or groin protection (men).
28. When called upon for a ring fight, stand up, answer, “Yes, Ma’am,” or “Yes, Sir,” bow and
move quickly to the spot indicated. Do not cross in front of the ring official, either before
or in between clashes.
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29. Spar with control and respect for your fellow students. Sparring in class is NOT the same as
tournament fighting or self-defense!
30. If your opponent is injured during sparring and the ring official stops the match, move to
your neutral side and kneel facing away from your opponent.
31. NEVER argue a point in a sparring match with the ring official.
32. When paired up with a peer for self-defense, kicking, or sparring drills, DO NOT DELAY the
class by carrying on side conversations or discussing the technique amongst yourselves.
33. Any function outside of class that represents SLU KARATE, including fundraisers,
demonstrations, seminars, etc. MUST BE APPROVED by the instructors.

The Seven Tenets and Five Codes of Tang Soo Do
The Seven Tenets

The Five Codes

Integrity

Loyalty to Country

Concentration

Obedience to Parents

Perseverance

Honor Friendship

Respect and Obedience

No Retreat in Battle

Self-Control

In Fighting Choose with
Sense and Honor

Humility
Indomitable Spirit
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Symbolism in the Flags of SLU Karate
In every dojang there are at least two, sometimes three flags on display. Arranged left to right,
they are the home country flag, the flag of Tang Soo Do and the South Korean flag, the flag of the
country where Tang Soo Do originated. It is customary for students to face and salute the flags when
entering or leaving the dojang as a sign of respect.
Flags of a country are called Kuk Gi (or Taegeukgi) and flags of a style are Kwan Gi. The
examples below show the U.S. flag, the Moo Duk Kwan flag and the South Korean flag.

The U.S. Flag
■ 13 stripes represent the 13 original colonies
■ Red stripes represent valor and white stripes
represent purity and innocence
■ The stripes themselves signify the sun’s rays of light
■ The stars represent each state in the union (1st flag
had only 13). They are a symbol of the heavens and the
divine goal to which man has aspired
■ Blue is the color of vigilance, perseverance and justice
When worn on a shoulder, the flag patch should be on the left, with the blue facing forward and
stripes facing back so it appears to be waving as you walk forward.

Moo Duk Kwan Flag
■ The fist represents power and justice
■ There are 14 laurel leaves on each side for the 14 provinces
of Korea and the advancement of peace
■ The six red berries stand for the six inhabited continents
■ Below the fist are three characters:
- Left side is Tang (China, Tang Dynasty)
- Right side is Soo (Hand)
- Center in circle is Moo (Stop, Military) - intended to
promote non-violence, stop fighting
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South Korean Flag (also called "Taegeukgi")
■ The Blue part of circle is Um (Ying) and the Red part is Yang.
Together they represent the balance of opposites in the universe.
■ The White background is the traditional color of the Korean
people and symbolizes peace.
■ The trigrams (line symbols) also represent the concept of
opposites and balance. They are taken from the I Ching (Book of
Changes) which has a total of 64 trigrams.
Trigrams:
• Upper left, "Geon", represents heaven
• Lower right, "Gon", represents earth
• Upper right, "Gam", represents water
• Lower left, "Li", represents fire
Together, the Um / Yang circle and the four trigrams represent universal harmony and unity. This
sentiment is embodied in the South Korean pledge of allegiance to the flag, which is:
"Before this proud Taegeukgi, I firmly pledge my loyalty and will devote my body and soul to
the eternal glory of my country and people."
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Tang Soo Do Terminology2
GENERAL TERMS
Tang Soo Do: Name of the art we study (Way of the Tang {Dynasty} Hand – KaraTe Do in
Japanese)
Moo Duk Kwan: Style or lineage of our art (School/Institute of Martial Virtue)
Name of the founder of Moo Duk Kwan: Hwang Kee Kwan Jang Nim
Kwan Jang (Nim): Headmaster/Grandmaster
Sa Bom (Nim): Master Instructor – 4th degree black belt and above
Kyo Sa (Nim): Instructor – 2nd & 3rd degree black belts
Jo Kyo (Nim): Assistant Instructor – 1st degree black belt
Nim: A term of respect similar to "sir" or "honorable"
Sun Beh (Nim): Senior member
Hu Beh: Junior member
Dan: Degree, holder of Black Belt
Gup: Grade, holder of colored belt
Ko Dan Ja: Master level Dan holder
Yu Dan Ja: Dan holder
Yu Gup Ja: Gup holder
Kwan Won: Student member
Cho Ba Ja: Beginner student
Do Jang: Training hall (studio)
Do Bahk: Training uniform
Dee: Belt
Kuk Gi: National Flag

2

Source: Master Dennis McHenry, http://www.sungshilkwan.com/TangSooDo/Docs/GENERAL_TSD_TERMS.pdf
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COMMANDS IN STARTING AND CLOSING CLASS

COMMANDS IN TRAINING

Cha Ryut: Attention

Cha Ryut: Attention

Kuk Gi Tora: Turn to the Flag

Kyung Ret: Bow

Kyung Ret: Salute

Jhoon Bee: Ready

Ba Ro: Return

Shi-Jock: Begin

Sa bom nim Tora: Turn to face the Master

Ba-Ro: Return

Sa Bom Nim Kay Kyung Ret: Bow to the Master

Go Mahn: End

Kyo Sa Nim (or Sun Beh nim) Tora: turn to the

Shi Oh: Relax (rest)

instructors/senior (Said by the sr. yugupja)

Tora: Turn

Kyung Ret: Bow (Said by the sr. yugupja)

Dwee Ro Tora: Turn to rear

Ahn Jo: Sit/kneel for meditation

Bal Cha Ki Jhoon Bee: Ready for kick

Muk Nyum: Meditate
E La Soot: Stand up

ANATOMY

BASIC STANCE (Ki Cho Jaseh)

Bahl or Jok: Foot

Jhoon Bi Jaseh: Ready stance

Soo: Hand

Chun Gul Jaseh: Front stance

Kwon: Fist

Hu Gul Jaseh: Back stance

Pahl Coop: Elbow

Ki Ma Jaseh: Side (Horse) stance, feet
straight ahead

Moo Roop: Knee

Sa Ko Rip Jaseh: Side stance, feet @ 45

Dan Jun: Abdomen

degrees (also deep back stance)

Myung Chi: Solar Plexus
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BASIC TERMS
Ki Cho: Basic

Choong Dan: Middle section

Hyung: Form

Sang Dan: High section

Deh Ryun: Sparring

Ahp: Front

Il Soo Sik Deh Ryun: One-Step-Sparring

Yup: Side

Cha Yu Deh Ryun: Free sparring

Dwi: Back

Ho Shin Sool: Self-defense

Ahneso Phaku Ro: Inside to outside

Soo Gi: Hand techniques

Phakeso Ahnu Ro: Outside to inside

Jok Gi: Foot techniques

Ssang Soo: Two handed

O Rin Jok: Right

Ki Hap: Yell

Wen Jok: Left

Choong Shim: Balance

Neh Gung: Internal power

Chung Kwon: Forefist

Weh Gung: External power

Cap Kwon: Backfist

Shim Gung: Spiritual power

Soo Do: Knife hand

Mahk Ki: Block

Yuk Soo Do: Ridge Hand

Kong Kyuk: Attack

Kwan Soo: Spear hand

Cha Gi: Kick

Jang Kwon: Heel of palm

Ha Dan: Low section
BASIC MOVEMENTS (Hand)
Ha Dan Mahk Ki: Low block
Choong Dan Kong Kyuk: middle attack/punch
Sang Dan Kong Kyuk: High attack/punch
Sang Dan Mahk Ki: High block
Ahneso Phaku Ro Mahk Ki: Inside/outside block
Phakeso Ahnu Ro Mahk Ki: Outside/inside block
Wheng Jin Kong kyuk: Side punch, side (horse) stance
Chun Gul Choong Dan Ssang Soo Mahk Ki: Two handed middle block, front stance
Hu Gul Choong Dan Ssang Soo Mahk Ki: Two handed middle block, back stance
Ssang Soo Ha Dan Mahk Ki: Two fist low block (low x-block)
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Ssang Soo Sang Dan Mahk Ki: Two fist high block (high x-block, open handed)
Hu Gul Ha Dan Mahk Ki: Low block, back stance
Hu Gul Sang Dan Mahk Ki: High block, back stance
Ha Dan Soo Do Mahk Ki: Low knife-hand block, (usually in back stance)
Choong Dan Soo Do Mahk Ki: Middle knife-hand block, (usually in back stance)
Sang Dan Soo Do Mahk Ki: High knife-hand block, (usually in back stance)
Choong Dan Yup Mahk Ki: Middle Side (I/O) block done in side stance
Kwan Soo Kong Kyuk: Spear hand attack
Yuk Jin Kong Kyuk: Reverse punch back stance
Tul Oh Choong Dan Kong Kyuk: Reverse middle attack from front stance

BASIC MOVEMENTS (Kicking)
Ahp Cha Oll Ri Gi: Front stretch kick
Ahp Cha Gi: Front snap kick
Yup Cha Gi: Side kick
Yup Cha Oll Ri Gi: Side stretch kick
Taleo Cha Gi: Round-house (turning) kick
Dwi Cha Gi: Back kick
Dwi Taleo Cha Gi: Back spinning kick
Ahneso Phaku Ro Cha Gi: Circular inside/outside crescent kick
Phakeso Ahnu Ro Cha Gi: Circular outside/inside crescent kick
Yup Hu Ryo Cha Gi: Hook kick
Moo Roop Cha Gi: Knee kick
Peet Cha Gi: Diagonal inside/outside snap kick (reverse roundhouse)
E-Dan: Jumping
E-Dan Ahp Cha Gi: Jump front kick
E-Dan Yup Cha Gi: Jump side kick
E-Dan Dollyo Cha Gi: jump round-house kick
E-Dan Dwi Cha Gi: Jump back kick
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COUNTING (Native Korean)

COUNTING (Sino-Korean)

Ha Na: One
Dool: Two
Set: Three
Net: Four
Ta Sot: Five
Yuh Sot: Six
ill Gop: Seven
Yo Dull: Eight
Ah-Hop: Nine
Yohl: Ten

ill: One
Ee: Two
Sam: Three
Sah: Four
Oh: Five
Yook: Six
Chil: Seven
Pahl: Eight
Ku: Nine
Ship: Te

HYUNGS
Chil San Ee Ro
Naihanchi Sam Dan
Chil San Sam Ro
Jin Te
Oh Sip Soo Bo
Ro Hai
Kong Sang Koon
Wang Shu
Sei Shan
Jion
So Rim Jang Kwon

Ki Cho Hyung Il Bu
Ki Cho Hyung Ee Bu
Ki Cho Hyung Sam Bu
Pyung Ahn Cho Dan
Pyung Ahn E Dan
Chil San Il Ro
Pyung Ahn Sam Dan
Pyung Ahn Sa Dan
Pyung Ahn Oh Dan
Bassai
Naihanchi Cho Dan
Naihanchi Ee Dan
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Caring for Your Equipment
How to Keep Your Sparring Gear Clean 3
Using sparring gear in training brings it into contact with sweat, which if not cleaned will often end up
smelling bad and breeding bacteria.
Now the first thing is to do to keep things from getting too smelly is to clean them straight after each
training session and then properly air them out. Don't leave them in your gear bag until your next
training session. This will cause bacteria to build up and your training partners won’t be too happy with
the bad smell either.
For mouth guards you can just wash with soap and water and let them dry. You can also consider using
some mouthwash on them, either rinsing with it or dabbing it on with a clean cloth. This will help keep
them bacteria free and smelling fresh. There are also some antibacterial sprays you can get to
accomplish the same thing.
Dipped foam protective equipment should be wiped down after each session with a damp cloth. You
can also use baby wipes or some other form of sanitizing spray on a piece of cloth to help keep them
clean.
Cloth based protective equipment, including hand wraps, can simply be hand washed or machine
washed on a gentle cycle and then aired out to dry.
Gear bags will usually have a label with cleaning recommendations, but you can also leave some sort of
air freshener inside them (the hanging type of car air fresheners work well)
Cups can be cleaned in a similar manner to dipped foam protective equipment.
Even with the above methods your sparring equipment may still develop a bit of a smell over time. To
combat this, try filling cotton socks with baby powder, baking soda, or cedar chips. Tie off the ends,
and after airing out your gear, tuck a sock into each piece of equipment.

3

Source: Adapted from Total Martial Arts Supplies http://www.totalmartialartssupplies.com/keep-sparring-gear-clean.html
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Martial Art Uniform Wash & Care Tips4
Always:
•

Always inspect the uniform for any problems before you use or wash it.

•

Always inspect the uniform for stains, damaged stitching, and other problems. Getting to these
early will allow you to fix them BEFORE they ruin the uniform.

•

Always wash the uniform every time you sweat in it. An unwashed uniform will smell, change
color and if left in your training bag could go moldy.

•

Always wash in cold water. Warm or hot water washes will excessively shrink the uniform.

•

After washing and drying, always go over your uniform and stretch the material out to remove
any wrinkles.

•

Always gently stretch and iron (at a low temperature) any embroidery on the uniform. This will
minimize unsightly bunching around the embroidery.

•

For at least the first 10 wash/dry cycles, dry the uniform in direct sunlight on a rack or clothes
line. Slowly drying the uniform when it’s new will help avoid excess shrinkage.

•

Label your karate gear with your name so if lost, it can be returned.

It's OK to:
•

It's OK to pre-soak your uniform in cold water overnight if it has any stubborn stains. Use cold
water, a stain remover AND fabric whitener.

•

It's OK to drip-dry the uniform, though this can leave the uniform damp for longer and increase
shrinkage.

•

It's OK to dry the uniform in direct sunlight on a rack or clothes line.

•

It's OK to dry the uniform in a sensor clothes dryer (on the lowest heat settings). When dried
by itself the uniform will be wrinkle-free and will not shrink any more than natural drying.

•

It's OK to iron your uniform, but not excessively. Lots of heat into the uniform will cause
excessive shrinkage. If you dry it right, there will be very few wrinkles to deal with.

•

It's OK to roll it up to store it. Loosely rolling the uniform will help get wrinkles out compared to
hanging it up or folding it.

4

Source: Adapted from Sapius http://www.sapius.co.nz/karate_TKD_uniform_wash_and_care_tips.html
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Never:
•

Never leave your uniform on the bedroom floor after wearing it.

•

Never wash your uniform with any colored clothes. Colors will run and you will have a pink
uniform!

•

Never bleach your uniform.

•

Never cram the uniform into the washing machine with lots of other clothes, else it will come
out very wrinkled. One uniform plus a couple of white towels works best.

•

Never leave the uniform in the machine for a long time after it finishes washing – the longer
you leave it, the more wrinkles there will be in it.

•

Never dry your uniform for excessive times, or high heat settings in a clothes dryer. Dryers
often overheat the clothes causing excessive shrinkage.

SLU Karate Hygiene Policy
•

Uniforms need to be clean and washed for each class

•

Sparring gear should be cleaned after each use (all foam dipped geared wiped with antibacterial
solution and all cotton gear washed and disinfected)

•

Equipment bags and gear should be properly aired out after each use

•

Fingernails and toenails should be trimmed and clean

•

Hands and feet should be clean and sanitized

•

Bodies should be washed and clean

•

Teeth brushed

•

Plain undershirts or rash guards should be worn under your uniform
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Tying Your Belt

Required Sparring Gear

Head gear, hand protection, mouth piece, foot protection, shin guards, and cups (male students) must be
worn when sparring.
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Folding Your Do Bhak
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Stretching

by Nina Cheong
•

What is stretching? A maneuver used to lengthen shortened soft tissue structures.

o

Some kinds of stretching:



Static: Subject not moving

•

Passive static: no voluntary or reflex muscular resistance

•

Active static: force produced by an opposing muscle action (e.g. using
quad extension to stretch ham)



Dynamic: How much resistance to active movement – Limb repeatedly taken
through ROM actively individual.

•

Good for high velocity exercises (static sometimes is not beneficial for
high velocity).

•


E.g.: stretch kicks

Ballistic: Rapid lengthening of the muscle by use of jerking or bouncing
movements. Usually not recommended

o

•

Don't want to set off the primary nerve endings (will cause contraction)

•

Too forceful: may cause microtrauma

•

May cause more elastic than plastic changes

Resistance to Stretch:



Neurophysical constraints: want to minimize the active contraction of muscle
being stretched



Biomechanical stiffness:

•

Stiffness of tissue

•

Compliance of tissue: compliant tissue will have good change in length w/
little force required

•

Stretch tolerance: Feel less pain for the same force applied to the muscle

•

Flexibility: an intrinsic property of body tissues that determines the range
of motion that can be achieved without injury at a joint or group of joints.

o

Flexibility = stiffness + stretch tolerance  You go farther because
you don’t feel the pain as much (stiffness usually doesn’t change)


o

Dependent on the viscoelasticity of muscles, ligaments, and CT.

Viscoelastic properties:
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Elastic: Permits recovery from deformation or elastic deformation (like a rubber
band)



Viscoelastic deformation: increased muscle length can occur with sufficient
duration and magnitude of stretch, but the muscle’s elastic property limits
magnitude and duration of the increased length (must stretch for a long time to
get permanent changes: plastic deformation)

•

What is the goal?

o

o

o

o
•

Increase ROM/flexibility
Improve performance
Decrease soreness
Decrease risk of injury

What does the literature say about stretching? … Need more research in this field still

o

Stretching to increase joint flexibility: Not due to decrease in muscle stiffness



Due to indirect decrease of reflex inhibition, therefore changes in viscoelasticity
from decreased actin-myosin crossbridges


o

Most likely due to stretch tolerance

Duration of increased flexibility after stretching is from 6-90 minutes (hard to maintain
because of elasticity)

o

Extensive stretching program for several weeks duration has produced increased
flexibility lasting for several weeks (this is why ballerinas have to stretch all the time).

o

Adverse effects of stretching:



Stretching before exercise is more likely to cause injury than to prevent it

•

Increased compliance decreases amount of energy that can be absorbed

•

Muscles can be injured during eccentric activity even though they are not
stretched beyond end range

•

Mild stretching can cause damage at the cytoskeleton level

•

Stretching masks muscle pain (increase stretch tolerance  overstretch)

•

Decreased jt stability making jt motion less efficient

•

Body positions with dangerous loading effects that can stretch ligaments
too far.

o

o

Decreased soreness (DOMS): Evidence doesn’t support stretching to reduce DOMS
Improved performance: Advantageous for stretch-shortening cycle activity but
disadvantage for isometric and concentric performance



Shown to decrease leg strength, jump height, and peak jump force
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•

Stretching Guidelines:

o

WARM UP PRIOR TO STRETCHING!


o

o

o

5-10 minutes aerobic warm-up: You should never stretch a cold muscle

Stretch to the point of discomfort, not pain. Relax during stretch and you can go farther.
Must stretch both the agonist and antagonist muscle to avoid muscle imbalances.
Flexibility is specific to each joint, so you need to include all jts that will be involved the
exercise/activity.

o

o

o

o

Dosage: 15-60 seconds static (research suggests 30s), 2-3x/week (ACSM rec.)
Force and duration:



Plastic deformation: Low force, long duration *



Elastic deformation: High force, low duration

Must strengthen muscle in the new range!
Direction of the stretch is applied parallel to the direction of the muscle fibers (in UE/LE
usually parallel to the bone, palpate)

•

Key principles and considerations:

o

Posture: Start and end postures based on the proper posture of the associated joints
based on physiologic and kinesiologic factors (osteo/arthrokinematics of the joint)



Osteo and arthrokinematics: limited motion at the joint will lead to substitutions
and faulty movement patterns



Stabilize the origin of the muscle to the insertion. (Usually proximal stabilized on
distal)

o

Put the muscle opposite of its function to lengthen (i.e. All quads cause extension at the
knee and hip flexion [rectus only]; so, to stretch all you would flex the knee and go into
hip extension)

Works Cited:
Brody, Lori Thein, and Carrie M. Hall. Therapeutic exercise: moving toward function. 3rd ed.
Philadelphia: Wolters Kluwer/Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Health, 2011. Print.
Frese, Ethel. “Stretching.” DPT 414 Exercise Physiology. Saint Louis University. 10 Feb.
2012. Lecture.
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Sample Stretching Workout
Warm-up: 5-10 min (dynamics are also warm-up like) – aerobic
•

Jumping jacks (100)

•

Run in place (ideally would be running somewhere…)
o

Increase HR, warm up muscles for the rest

o

High knees, butt kickers; vary speeds

o

Incorporate arm swings: Eye socket/hip socket – through ROM, elbow 90 deg flex
(can do slow, med, fast)

Dynamic stretches:
•

•

•

Shoulders: (all directions – abd/add done during jumping jacks, flex/ext with running)
o

Horizontal flex/ext: alternate crossing

o

Small, medium, large Rotations – Fwd/bwd

Holding onto something for support (wall/pole)
o

Hip flex/ext (neutral spine, avoid trunk flex/ext)

o

Hip abd/add (neutral spine, avoid Lat. SB)

Moving in lines: (across room 2-3 times – obs resp.)
o

o

o

o

Running: keep running form


High knees: slower w/ distance, fast reps decrease distance



Butt kickers: slower w/ distance, fast reps decrease distance



Karaoke/grapevine: longer stride, quick step, hip skip.

Skips (PF and ext; working on contra knee drive)


Drive up ipsi knee, contra LE ext and PF – UE like running swing



Vertical height

Straight leg kicks: stretch hams, strength of hip and core stability


Knee ext, ankle DF – Reach for toes if can, keep eyes forward



No trunk flex/ext, knee flex

Lunge: hip flex (rectus) – and strengthening other components of LE


Ipsi step, contra stretch rectus – keep neutral spine, head straight (hands at
hips, heads, or arm swing)


o

No SB, hip flex/ext

That football stretch…


hip flex, horiz abd, ankle DF



Keep hip neutral, no SB
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Static stretching (30 seconds, 3 sets, at least 2-3x/wk) *simplified O/I

•

Deltoid (post): Origin from the clavicle and spine of scapula, insert on deltoid tuberosity.
Action: shoulder abd, ext

o

o

Flex shoulder, Add shoulder, horizontal flexion
Keep neutral spine, stabilize shoulder/like scapular pinch (no trunk rot., sb, scap
protraction)

•

Triceps (2jt – long head): Origin scapula and radial sulcus, insert on the olecranon of ulna
(action: forearm and shoulder ext)

o

o

•

Shoulder flex, elbow flex
Reach for either spine or clavicle, look straight – increase stretch by increase elbow flex

Against wall: Pectoralis major - sternal (Y) and clavicular (T) fibers – Action: Add and MR
humerus… will get some ant deltoid stretch too

o

Clavicular: Origin clavicle, insert bicipial groove on humerus


o

T position: Abd, LR

Sternal: Origin sternum, 6 costal cartilage, aponeurosis of ext oblique; insert bicipital
groove on humerus


o

Y position: Abd, LR

Ideally done in doorway (better stretch than using wall), bent elbows decrease the strain
on elbow

•

Calf stretch (Gastrocnemius and soleus): “runner stretch” – we have a lot of stances that
require significant amounts of DF, but we tend to neglect stretching our PF)

o

Gastrocsoleus:



Runner’s Strech: 2 hands push against wall. Contra foot in front, ipsi foot in back.
Lean forward into the wall until you feel stretch in the calf. Make sure that your
feet are pointed straight in front (lat rot of foot, pronation is subst for short
gastrocsoleus)

o



OR can do foot up on wall – watch for same subst



Or can do mountain climbers – watch for same stubst

Soleus (1 jt muscle): put the gastroc in a short-short position to isolate the soleus


•

Same stretch as above, but with the knee bent

Quadriceps stretch (emphasize the rectus femoris – 2 jt): “flamingoes”

o

Stand on contra leg, ipsi leg is bent making sure knee is facing down toward the ground;
go into a PPT. Do not abd the leg or hyper ext at the hip.

•

Hip flexors (illiospoas – 1 jt):

o

Similar positioning like a front stance. Contra foot in front, ipsi foot in back, go into a
PPT
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o
•

TFL (tensor fasciae latae): Origin iliac crest, insert IT (action: hip flex, MR, abd)

o

o

•

Substitution: APT, trunk rot., hip flex
Cross leg (ipsi in back): Hip ext, add, SB away (push hip out lat)
Avoid trunk flex/ext

Hamstring stretch: origin: tuberosity of ischium, linea aspera; insertion: tibia/fibula (action:
flex knee, ext hip)

o

o

Ext knee, flex hip
Stabilize the L-spine and pelvis (no stabilization will result in T-spine flexion, PPT,
hamstring origin gets closer to insertion  minimize the stretch) [2 legs in front,
modified hurdles, standing]

•

Adductors: Adductor brevis/longus/magnus/minimus, pectinius, gracilis, obturator externus (O:
pubis, I: femur – except for gracilis on trochanteric fossa/tiba 2jt)

o

o

o

Butterflies (stretches adductors and MR): flex from hip not T-spine
Side lunge
Splits (sitting) – keep neutral spine (R/L, Center)
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Basic Board Breaking Guide
By Genevieve Dunlap

Choosing a board

Boards are typically white pine, and should
not be wet or sappy. Ideally, they should be
finished, have as few knots as possible, any
knots should be small and set to the side of
the center. The grain should be wide,
running the width of the board. The board
will break along the grain. See Figure 1 for
an example.
Figure 1: Ideal board with approximate dimensions
Credit: http://www.martialartssupplies.com

Setup
Coordinate with your holder on which strike you want to do, and determine the proper height and
angle at which they will need to hold the board. You will be landing your strike in the very
center of the board, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Aim at the center of the
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The holder should position the board at such an angle that the strike will deliver force perpendicular to
the board, as shown at the far-right target of Figure 3. Check your distance and aim with one or two halfspeed/half-power practice strikes.
Breaking
Though you are aiming at the board, your real target is past it and through your holder, as illustrated by
the left target and X on the example in Figure 3. Relax, and focus solely on delivering the best, strongest
strike you possibly can, looking through your board at that second target and through your holder. Do
not think about failure or success: this strike is no different from the thousands you have thrown during
practice; there just happens to be a board there this time. And just as in drills and sparring, you must put
the power of your hips and the rest of your body into the strike, not just the muscles of the arm or leg
you will be using. When you are focused and ready, deliver the strike full-speed/full-power with a ki
hap. Let the strike follow all the way through its range of motion, and do not try to pull it back early.

Figure 3: Example breaking setup.

Following these steps, you will have no trouble breaking the board and will significantly minimize
chances for injury. And, if at first you don’t succeed, start from the beginning: set it up, focus and empty
your mind, and succeed the next time.
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The Function of Martial Arts Forms
By Nam Nguyen

Throughout history, martial arts have been passed down through the process of
discipleships within families, clans, and specialized military units. The methods of discipleship have
been largely dependent on oral and non-verbal communication. Oral traditions reveal martial arts
information through poetry, songs, and mathematics; it was a way to retain theoretical martial art
tactics and principles.

In the martial arts, non-verbal communication is the most important

because it is the actual interaction between the instructor and the student(s). Generally, martial
arts techniques are grouped into a series of movements, combinations, and patterns of attack or
counterattacks. In Western Europe -- where boxing, wrestling, and fencing were popular forms of
martial arts -- these sequences of movements were identified as shadow boxing and movement
patterns. In Asia, the methods of expression were called kata, hyungs, poomse, and chuan fa.
These methods are generally referred today simply as forms.

Forms provide a knowledge

database that can be shared between the teacher and student. It is the beginning as well as the
final steps to mastering a martial arts style. It is important to understand how forms impact our
understanding of the martial arts and to learn how to use forms as a tool to develop martial skills.
The human body operates almost entirely on subconscious thought. The organs, the muscle
tissue, even the smallest living cell are always actively processing, learning, and growing
autonomously and unconsciously. In terms of movement, we subconsciously learn how to perform
simple motor skills such as walking, running, grabbing things, or mastering spatial distance/timing
through our interaction with the environment.

However, conscious learning with time and

repetition promotes refinement over these movements. In martial arts, the idea is to convert
conscious learning towards subconscious action also known as muscle memory. Forms bridge this
conscious and subconscious divide as students journey through their training regimen. Practicing
forms is like driving a car to work each day, it must be done regularly, and serves as a means to
an end. Forms and driving to work, for example, can be boring, robotic, and time consuming.
Fortunately, much like driving, the experience also can be very rewarding and exhilarating if
enough attention is paid to the process, details and purpose.
Forms function as repetitive patterns that help coordinate mind, body, and breathing into a
series of movements. In fighting, the ability to be alert and adaptable relies on the clarity of the
mind in the moment. During stressful situations, the brain and engaging muscles draw large
amount of energy and requires nutrients and oxygen to perform effectively.

Forms practice

simulates a controlled state of fighting in which one can exercise the condition of stress without
getting hurt. In Tang Soo Do (TSD), the purpose of hyungs is to teach the logistics involved in the
delivery of technique and power. Within the forms, the students learn to control the level of
energy output to a number of techniques.

In track and field, for instance, coaches instruct
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sprinters to alternate their pace depending on the distances of the race. By alternating pace and
shifting of energy output, an athlete gains muscle memory and refinement from different ranges of
motion. In TSD, the students are required to demonstrate hyungs and perform to the requested
speed and energy as instructed. By demonstrating good control over a wide range of movements
the student shows the instructor that they have effectively learned the techniques and that they
are comfortable using these sequences in sparring and ultimately in self-defense.
A martial artist must have the mental preparation and the physical training for battle.
Modern professional ring fighters use a variety of methods to boost themselves mentally before a
fight. Such mental tools include music, shadow boxing, and free sparring all of which keep a
modern fighter mentally, emotionally and physically prepared. In ancient times, a martial artist’s
decision to fight was not dependent on a sports promotion or TV network schedule; but on the
variable impact of political, personal and social tensions. Therefore, traditional martial artists must
dedicate each day of their lives to training in order to prepare for the unforeseeable future. Similar
to modern practice, traditional martial artists use forms as a means of preparing the mental state
for battle at any given time. Forms, in many ways, are similar to meditation practice. The intent is
self-reflection and self-understanding. In forms practice, one must lose oneself in the illusion of
actual combat. In this simulated combatative state, one must imitate reality by devoting full
commitment to an attack or a defense. Commit to each technique in the form as if one’s life
depended on it; as if each technique could potentially end the fight or save a life. One should
approach the understanding of forms not as singular movements, but as a composition of a
masterful ensemble of variable rhythms, breaks, and continuity.
Miyamoto Mushashi stated in The Book of Five Rings, “In one thing, learn 10,000 things.”
which reiterates the idea of paying close attention and learning from the smallest details of one’s
training. In forms, each technique may serve a variety of applications. Use the forms as a
reference to interpret and challenge the effectiveness of various applications.

Judge the

effectiveness of a technique by a simple formula of output vs. input. One should ask if the amount
of energy put into completing a task has served its function? Not all techniques are designed to
“KO” a person either. Many martial art styles have movements that are designed to gain distance,
position, timing, and or mentally disrupt an opponent.

If the applied technique serves these

functions with relative ease then it can be considered useful for real life self-defense. Distance,
position, and timing are usually key characteristics in dictating the success of combat.
The beauty of forms is that they are the personal expression of the performer. It is a
physical dialogue between the performer and the audience. Forms package emotional content that
is often expressed by both vocal (kiais) and physical release of energy. Forms show the complete
commitment and focus of a martial artist to their technique. Of course, different martial art styles
exhibit different characteristics. Japanese katas generally emphasize powerful techniques utilizing
strong linear movements. Chinese chuan fa are more broad, but generally emphasize the fluidity
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of movements linking them into smooth and beautiful patterns. In Tang Soo Do, forms exhibit
both Japanese and Chinese traditions and combine elements from each while expressing some
differences in transitional movements. In any case, demonstrating forms is like any musician
demonstrating their artistic piece; it must show the creativity and the skillfulness of execution.
Forms training, however, is only part of a larger picture and alone cannot train an effective
fighter. Forms do not condition the human body the same way weight lifting, heavy bag training,
and sparring.

Weight lifting strengthens muscles, tendons, bone, and develops muscular

endurance necessary for the physical taxation of real fights. Heavy bag training develops the
potential power of strikes, as well as, conditioning the arms and feet to heavy impact. Sparring is
essential in martial arts because it allows one to test different skill sets against another individual.
While it is good to develop an imaginative fighting sequence; it is also beneficial to train with live
moving targets that respond and give and absorb energy. Sparring is the most crucial training for
a martial artist.

Sparring is necessary in order to effectively learn how to use techniques with

proper judgment in terms of distance and timing. While forms cannot replace all other types of
training; it is a necessary part of the martial arts and is helpful when training partners or
equipment are scarce or absent. Forms are a repertoire of useful technical information that one
will always have on the path of practice. Forms create artists from martial brutes by provide a
form for content; forms show the beauty of motion and energy. Forms anchor a students’ learning
to the progression of their technical foundation.

Therefore, to practice martial arts without

understanding the function of forms or how to apply forms in training is a disadvantage to the
potential growth of a martial artist.
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On Weight Training

SLU Karate,

By Justin Scoppetto, Personal Trainer

There really is nothing special about the workouts that weightlifters perform. Where I believe one's results
originate from has to do with an individual’s attitude and approach towards what they are doing (internal), as
opposed to the specific exercises they are performing (external). The two biggest factors that have worked for
most professionals, and I strongly believe would work for anyone, are the following:
1.) A WILLingness to Change
2.) The WILLingness to Keep Pushing Forward, Beyond Your Mental Limits (a.k.a. "Comfort Zone")
You have already proven in various disciplines and challenges that you already possess these traits. You just need
to teach yourself to apply them to physical fitness, and then just like anything else, practice, practice, practice. I
cannot tell you what specific changes will work for you, because one's success is solely based around the
individual and everyone is different, but I can offer some suggestions, that you may like to try until you develop
your own routine.
REPS: Always try to push yourself for those one or two extra reps, beyond what you normally do, even if you
have to rest for a few seconds (without putting the weights down), push through the pain of your muscles burning,
your grip beginning to loosen, and your brain begging you to stop, just keep pushing until you fail.
WEIGHT: Once you have safely established a significant number of repetitions, with proper form, at a specific
weight, challenge yourself and add an incremental/proportionate (based on the specific exercise) amount of
weight to the next set, and set your goal to perform the same exact number of reps, as the previous set. You're not
supposed to actually get the same number of reps, so if you do, add a little bit more weight, and repeat the same
method.
NUMBER OF SETS: Occasionally try adding an extra set, or two, or three, or even four to a specific exercise
(whatever is within your own body's capacity). You can add weight, reduce weight, or perform with the same
exact amount of weight, for whatever number of reps fit that threshold. No matter what you perform here, this is
all above and beyond what you are accustomed to normally doing.
*TO AVOID POTENTIAL OVERTRAINING OR INJURY, THIS TYPE OF CHANGE SHOULD NOT BE
CONTINOUSLY PERFORMED FOR A PROLONGED PERIOD OF TIME. JUST OCCASIONALLY ADDED
IN WHEN YOU'RE LOOKING TO OVERCOME A PLATEAU.*
REST: This one is simple; shorter rest periods in-between each set (sometime as fast as 30seconds). You may be
surprised how much time a lot of people spend after completing a set, whether if they are on their phone,
skimming their mp3 player, having conversation with someone else, or just procrastinating the beginning of their
next set. Resting times between sets can vary as little as 10 seconds (endurance bodyweight exercises) up to 5 or 6
minutes (power/strength 90-100% max effort, heavy lifting exercises), all depending on your goals and type of
workout routine. As long as you make sure you push until failure for each and every set, it truly doesn't matter
how many reps you may or may not achieve.
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SUPER-SETTING OR CIRCUIT TRAINING: Try performing two or more different consecutive,
complimenting, or opposing muscle-group exercise sets, with as little to no rest in between each set as possible.
Set a goal for how many single sets of a different exercise you want to perform in a row, before taking a breather.
This would look like this: Exercise A: Set 1, Exercise B: Set 1, Rest - Exercise A: Set 2, Exercise B: Set 2, Rest etc...
There are truly an unlimited number of ways for you to make changes in your exercise routines, but you are the
only one who can discover how your body responds to what specific changes. Above all else SAFETY FIRST!
("Live to Lift Another Day"), and everything begins with Mind Over Matter, but at some point you have to adopt
Muscle Over Mind.

Suggested Reading
Nam Tuoc Nguyen, #2234
1. Sun Tzu, The Art of War

5. Kang Uk Lee, Tang Soo Do

2. Miyamoto Musashi, The Book of Five Rings

6. The 25 Shotokan Kata

3. Bruce Lee, Jeet Kune Do

7. Yang Cheng Fu, Tai Chi Touchstone

4. Karate Bible: The Bubishi

8. Ki in Aikido: Sample of Ki Exercises

Words of Wisdom from SLU Karate Instructors
“It’s more than just punches and kicks.”
~Grand Master Robert Cheezic, Black Belt #1

“Becoming a black belt does not have to do with strength and skill, but with
character and integrity.”
~Beth Kovaly-Willis, 2nd Dan, Black Belt #698

"Embrace new challenges, overcome your perceived limits and push yourself to be
better than you were the day before. Martial arts is a balance of the physical and
mental - strengthen both and be amazed at what you can accomplish."
~Master Jamie Mize, 4th Dan, Black Belt #948

“Anyone can learn martial arts, but the true benefit comes when you learn to live
the martial arts.”
~ Kate Marchetti, 1st Dan, Black Belt #1109
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“Confidence and humility must balance, not clash...the Black Belt strives for
strength without arrogance and modesty without meekness.”
~Master Chris Beardsley, 4th Dan, Black Belt #1220

“Learn over a semester. Master over a lifetime.”
~Kara Renick, 1st Dan, Black Belt #1221

“Skill and Talent make a good fighter; Perseverance and Will make a good martial
artist.”
~Patrick Renick, 2nd Dan, Black Belt #1380

“When in doubt think it out. If you can’t make it out, take it out.”
~Dan Kuchan, 2nd Dan, Black Belt #1911

“Make the form, the technique, the self-defense sequence your own, tailor it to
you, make it fit your body and you will own it, you will use it.”
~David Cormier, 2nd Dan, Black Belt #1997

“Those who think by the inch and talk by the mile should be dealt with by the foot.”
~Leila Thampy, 2nd Dan, Black Belt #1998

"Open your hearts to learning new things inside or outside the dojang, but keep
your principles clearly defined. In the martial arts, there is never just one way or
one tao. There are many tao, many paths up the mountain; however, they all share
one substantial truth. There is no end to learning and progressing; set your goals
on the highest mountain peak in sight and once you have reached it, look up to the
next highest peak and continue your climb. Once you've reached a high peak, look
down below to appreciate your progress and hard work, but look shortly, wipe your
sweat, and stroll forward."
~Nam Nguyen, 1st Dan, Black Belt #2234
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Tang Soo Do’s American Pioneer
By Nancy Robinson
It has been said that martial artists are not born: they
are made. Their identities emanate from those who guide
them in their studies. Grandmaster Robert A. Cheezic has
spent the last forty-five years educating more than
twenty-five thousand martial artists worldwide. He has
promoted over two thousand black belts, has fiercely
championed the cause of martial arts training for the
specially challenged and is internationally respected for
his efforts. In the midst of all this success, however, he
remains humble – content to make big differences in
ordinary ways. Teacher, husband, father, grandfather and
mentor, Grandmaster Robert Cheezic embodies his own
mantra, “Leave more than you take.”

Martial Beginnings
Born January 2, 1939 in Pittston, Pennsylvania, Robert Allen Cheezic moved to his adopted hometown
of Waterbury, Connecticut when he was just five years old. An energetic and athletic youngster, he
attended Leavenworth High School where he excelled in sports, earned varsity letters in football and
baseball, and served as Vice President of his senior class. After graduation, Cheezic joined the United
States Air Force and reported to Stewart Air Force Base in Newburgh, New York where he remained for
two years. In 1959, he was deployed to Osan Air Force Base in South Korea, and encountered a man
who would alter the landscape of his life forever. Korean native, Jae Chul Shin, was teaching martial
arts to American soldiers on base. Fascinated by what he saw, Cheezic gained entry to the club, where
Shin took him in as a student. In 1960, Cheezic was awarded Moo Duk Kwan Tang Soo Do black belt
number 2278 by the style’s founder, Hwang Kee. Among the first Americans to earn black belt
distinction in Korea, Cheezic's classmates included Bob Thompson, and actor Carlos (Chuck) Norris,
with whom he has remained friends. He returned to Waterbury, Connecticut after discharge from the
U.S. Air Force, overcome with a desire to share what he learned with others. Cheezic worked full time
at the Anaconda Brass and Atlantic Richfield Companies during the day and taught Tang Soo Do in the
evenings in a school gymnasium before opening his own studio, The American Tang Soo Do Academy.
It was the first Tang Soo Do dojang ever established in the Northeast region of the United States.
Fighting Spirit
In the early 1960’s, the karate tournament scene was electrifying. Cheezic traveled the circuit regularly,
performing demonstrations, judging and competing, solidifying an impressive reputation in the martial
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arts community. On August 23, 1969, the Isshin-Ryu Open Karate Championship tournament in West
Springfield, Massachusetts welcomed some of the greatest competitors of the day, including one of its
humblest champions, Robert A. Cheezic. Taking center stage at the Eastern States Coliseum, he
provided the crowd with stunning self-defense and traditional forms demonstrations before competing
in the tournament himself. Along with some of his students, Cheezic dominated the day and impressed
crowds with more than his physical skill. He exuded an aura of emotional maturity and discipline that
was enviable. It was a byproduct of the serious training he received from his teacher, Jae Shin, a
disciplined taskmaster who expected students to strive for their personal best. Cheezic did not
disappoint. In a 1974 “Official Karate” magazine interview, Shin spoke of his former student, “Of the
thousands of students I have trained only two have attained champion status – Chuck Norris and Bob
Cheezic.” Cheezic was a regular at karate competitions in the Northeast region of the United States,
and as the world of competition evolved, so did he. He retired from competition in the early 1970’s
and sponsored his students instead. He formed sport karate teams from within his own organization
and campaigned for them as they traveled to international competitions and cultural programs in the
United States, Australia, Russia, Poland, Bermuda, China and Paris. At the same time, Cheezic became a
tournament promoter. His Connecticut Yankee Nationals annual open karate tournament will
celebrate its forty-third year October 2007.
The House That Cheezic Built
A handful of students was all he needed in 1961 when Grandmaster Cheezic began teaching Tang Soo
Do in Waterbury, Connecticut. Looking back, he could not have foreseen the impact he would make on
the American martial arts scene as one of its modern masters. His love of Tang Soo Do and respect for
its traditions was ample motivation for the trail he was about to blaze. Training those days was tough.
There was no safety gear or specialized equipment. There was, simply, the martial art itself, which
Cheezic was determined to share with others. In 1971, the Cheezic Tang Soo Do Karate Federation, an
independent martial arts organization, was established. Its modest beginnings included classes taught
at Waterbury headquarters, local recreation centers and schools. By 1999, however, the Federation’s
success had become remarkable. It maintained six college-based Tang Soo Do schools, fifty-one
domestic branches and four international programs. Building an alliance of this size was not easy.
Cheezic believes that the devotion of individual members to common goals has contributed to his
organization’s success.
According to the Cheezic Tang Soo Do Federation website (www.cheezictsd.com), its goal is to “teach
self-respect and respect for others through the study and practice of Tang Soo Do, a very historic and
traditional Korean discipline of the martial arts. The ideas of respect and tradition are pervasive in all of
our activities and for all students at every level of achievement.” Ultimately a compliment to his
leadership, Cheezic’s black belt instructors are eager to pass on what they have learned to others. As a
result, it seems that there is no end to the Cheezic Tang Soo Do Karate Federation’s growth. To date,
Grandmaster Cheezic has a board of over fifty master belts that assist him in overseeing the operation
of seventy federation-sponsored schools worldwide.
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Hero for the Specially Challenged
Grandmaster Cheezic has dedicated himself to servicing the needs of the physically and mentally
challenged. The cause has been dear to his heart since former student, James Brewster, was paralyzed
in a swimming accident in 1966. Challenged athletes are an integral part of the Cheezic Tang Soo Do
Karate Federation family. Members have included stroke victims, individuals with Downs Syndrome,
stress disorders, Cerebral Palsy, Spina bifida, visual or auditory impairments, and those who suffered
accident-related trauma. The success of the Cheezic Tang Soo Do Federation challenged athlete
program has been overwhelming even though skeptics have doubted whether challenged individuals
could succeed in martial arts. Grandmaster Cheezic has proven them wrong. His challenged athletes
have demonstrated that their training has not only been appropriate, it has been overwhelmingly
beneficial. Training in Tang Soo Do has encouraged the development of positive self-esteem in
challenged members. They develop confidence, respect, awareness and control. Besides participation
in Federation sponsored events and tournaments, the challenged team has performed dozens of public
demonstrations, including several at the Connecticut Olympics and the International Special Olympic
Games. Grandmaster Cheezic credits much of the challenged team’s success to Janet Grimes, a fourth
degree black belt who heads the program. Ms. Grimes, a longtime employee of the State of
Connecticut Department of Mental Retardation, received the Cheezic Tang Soo Do Federation’s 2006
Humanitarian Award in recognition of her many years of dedicated service.
It’s more than just karate
It has been said that the true measure of a man lies in how he treats his family. For Grandmaster
Cheezic, family extends far beyond biology. As his wife of forty-five years, Alyce can tell you, he is a
natural born humanitarian and not only a man of great strength, but of great compassion. This is, of
course, evidenced through the mutual adoration of his children and grandchildren. Clearly, that
sentiment is also echoed in the hearts and minds of the thousands of martial artists’ lives he has
touched across the globe. It takes great skill and commitment to lead others, and Cheezic has never
wavered in his effort to build honorable martial artists. He steadfastly requires that his students
become involved in community service, exhibit good citizenship and seek excellence in their personal
and professional lives. Coupled with solid martial arts training, they become productive, well-rounded
citizens of the world. He only asks one thing of them: “Leave more than you take.” Requiring the same
of himself, he leads by example. Through civic and community-based activities, Cheezic has
volunteered his time and personal resources to benefit others. His efforts have positively affected
countless lives. Robert Cheezic’s association with the Boy’s and Girl’s Clubs of America began at an
early age. The clubs offer programs and services to children and families in need. Dedicated to the
empowerment of the disadvantaged, Cheezic knows first hand the benefits of positive youth
development programming. As a child growing up in one of Connecticut’s largest and toughest cities,
he enrolled in the boys program at the Waterbury Anderson Boy’s Club, which he credits with
providing him positive outlets as a child. Fiercely loyal to his associations, Cheezic has remained
affiliated with the club since childhood. As an adult volunteer, Cheezic was voted president of the
Anderson Boy’s Club Alumni Association, and currently serves on their Board of Directors. He is an
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Anderson Boy’s Club Alumni Hall of Fame member, inducted in 1991. In recognition of his tireless work
and dedicated service, he was awarded the Boy’s Club 2004 Lifetime Achievement Award. In addition
to his work at the Boy’s Club, Robert Cheezic has been an unwavering symbol of humanitarianism in his
community, involved with various groups and organizations. He served as a member of the Catholic
Family Services Board of Directors, the Waterbury Republican Town Committee, chairman of the Arco
Metals Civic Action Program and as a 1993 Waterbury Sportsman Club honoree.
The martial arts world has also honored Robert Cheezic in many ways over the years. In 1991, he was
inducted into the New England Karate Hall of Fame, the Professional/Amateur Karate League (PKL) Hall
of Fame named him their 1996 Promoter of the Year, and in 2001 he was inducted into the Action
Karate Hall of Fame. 2006 brings international honors with Cheezic’s induction into the Budo
International America Hall of Fame as a Legend Grandmaster of Tang Soo Do. The ceremony honored a
select few members of the international martial arts community in recognition of their outstanding
contributions. Martial arts legends, Don “The Dragon” Wilson, Cynthia Rothrock and Christine BannonRodrigues, along with some of Cheezic’s students, family and friends, helped to make the honor
memorable. For Grandmaster Robert A. Cheezic, a winning spirit has transgressed every aspect of his
life. The driving passion behind his success has been his love of Tang Soo Do Karate, and by instilling
that passion in so many others, he has contributed to humanity in immeasurable ways.
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Cheezic Tang Soo Do Belt System
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PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
Date

Event

Awards/Placement

Other Notes

3rd Place, Middleweight Sparring,
Black belt Division

Got side-kicked; broke a rib

(Tournament, competition,
seminar, etc)
Example:

October 18, 2008

Tom Sawyer Championship,
Hannibal, MO

Notes:
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